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TRAVEL TIPS 

ALTITUDE AND ACCLIMATIZATION: 

You will be spending time at high altitudes, mostly between 7,000 (2,134 m.) and 12,500 feet (3,810 m.), and possibly 14,000 

feet (4,267 m.) depending on your choice of activity. For this reason we recommend that our guests spend at least two nights in 

Cusco prior to departure. This helps with acclimating to the altitude and also provides an opportunity to explore the beautiful 

city of Cusco. Everyone's tolerance to altitude differs and we encourage our guests to exercise and follow a healthy diet as part of 

their preparation for a more enjoyable trip. 

MONEY MATTERS: 

Currency: The official currency of Peru is the "Nuevo Sol" (SI.). Although US Dollars are also widely accepted, be sure to

bring crisp US bills, as torn and defaced currency are not accepted. 

A TMs: ATM's are available mainly in the city of Cusco and they dispense both US Dollars & Nuevos Soles. If you think you 

might be interested in purchasing anything during your trip we recommend visiting the ATM before your trip as it will be very 

difficult to get to an ATM once you are on route. 

Credit Cards: Generally accepted at restaurants and shops (Visa is the most widely accepted). 

During your trip you will only need cash for souvenirs and minor personal expenses, gratuities to the trip leader and local guides, 

and for optional extra gratuities for the staff. For purchasing souvenirs and minor personal expenses en-route we recommend 

bringing Nuevos Soles. Please make sure to bring small bills and coins. Additional expenses at the lodges (such as massages or 

alcoholic beverages), can be charged to your credit card. 

GETTING AROUND CUSCO: 

Most of the restaurants and attractions in the city of Cusco are within walking distance of each other, so our suggestion is to get 

a map from your hotel and discover this amazing city on foot. Nonetheless, there are plenty of taxis available and the cost is very 

low (between 4-6 Nuevos Soles), yet we recommend to always ask your hotel or restaurant to call a taxi for you. It will arrive in a 

few minutes, and is more secure for the same price as street taxis. 

WEATHER: 

Cusco has only two climate seasons: a dry season from April to October, and a wet season from November to March. June to 

August are often the coldest, driest months. Shoulder seasons can be more variable. The weather in the mountains can change 

quickly and you should be prepared for 4 seasons in one day. It is recommended to bring winter clothing and rain gear at all 

times. 

Expect temperatures ranging from 23°F to 14°F (-5°C to -l0°C) at night and up to 68°F (20°C) during the day. Check weather

forecast online at: www.weather.com 

WHAT TO DO IN CUSCO: 

The city of Cusco offers a great blend of culture, history and modern day life in the Andes. Get a sense of the city's past by 

visiting impressive historical sites such as the main Cathedral, the Sun Temple (Qoricancha) and Sacsayhuarnan fortress. Walk 

the traditional streets of the city through neighborhoods like San Blas, where the fusion of colonial and Inca architecture can be 

seen in eve1y corner, and visit specialty craft shops for great art and metal work. Feel the pulse and color of modern day life at the 

old San Pedro Market, the main and oldest trade center in Cusco, where one finds even the wildest of goods, from fruits and 

vegetables to even traditional items used in Andean rituals. Save time (and room) for dining as Cusco has magnificent places to 

eat and drink, from fine dining to casual snacks (please see our recommended list for suggestions). 
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Tourist Attractions 

I . Main Square 
2. Cusco's Cathedral

3. Church of the Company of Jesus
4. Church and Convent of San Francisco

5. Church of Santa Teresa
6. Plaza San Francisco

7. Plaza Regocijo
8. Church of La Merced

- Mercado Indio (Indian Market)
- Qoricancha & Convent of Santo Domingo

- San Pedro Market
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